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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure will skirt eastward and north of the gulf coast throughout the day on Monday. Southeast winds across the western gulf will 
range from 15-25 knots.  Surface winds at similar speeds are veering to a northeast direction across eastern portions of the gulf while still 
ahead of high pressure over the South-Central United States.  Moderate to fresh winds with strong to near-gale force gusts will be the 
primary impacts on Monday. The presence of high pressure will keep skies fair through Tuesday night. Southeast winds will become
widespread by midday Tuesday as low pressure begins to deepen over the country. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

By Wednesday morning a cold front will begin to intrude upon the gulf with increasing shower and thunderstorm activity.  The front itself 
is not expected to be overly strong. Thus, significant wind shifts are not currently forecast. However, expected thunderstorm activity may 
induce a significant wind shift on its own. Slight to moderate seas will persist into the latter half of the week. Otherwise, conditions should 
improve significantly with the departure of Wednesday's cold front by Thursday evening.  Friday into the weekend will see high pressure 
return along with benign conditions and fair skies.
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